The following links were shared during the chat:

- The Future of Academic Writing: https://thefutureofthings.com/10779-future-academic-writing/
- PrePrint Example: https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/783332v1
- WAG Your Work: Writing Accountability Groups: Bootcamp for Increasing Scholarly Productivity https://www.amazon.com/dp/1979668485/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1525019520&sr=1-1
- Staying Up to Date and Managing Information Overload https://www.jgme.org/doi/full/10.4300/JGME-D-18-00621.1
- WAGs https://www.hopkinsmedicine.org/fac_development/career_path/wags.html
- It’s Time for Academic Writing to Evolve — A Professor Explains Why and How https://www.elsevier.com/connect/its-time-for-academic-writing-to-evolve-professor-says
- Group Peer Review: The Breakfast of Champions https://www.jgme.org/doi/10.4300/JGME-D-16-00531.1
- Morning Pages https://juliacameronlive.com/basic-tools/morning-pages/
- Journal Article App: @VoiceDreamApp
- Stories that Work https://www.academicpedsjnl.net/article/S1876-2859(13)00157-5/pdf
- The Scholarly Kitchen https://scholarlykitchen.sspnet.org/author/kawulf/

---

**MedEd Chat** @MedEdChat 9 hours ago
Topic 1: What will **academic** writing look like in 2030? How will trends in communication and the digital age impact the way scholarly work is created and disseminated in written format? #MedEdChat

**Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc** @kristinadzara 9 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: Topic 1: What will **academic** writing look like in 2030? How will trends in communication and the digital age impact the way...

**Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc** @kristinadzara 9 hours ago
RT @lainieyarris: Lainie Yarris, Deputy Editor for @JournalofGME. Excited to guest host this #MedEdChat and looking forward to the discussi...

**Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc** @kristinadzara 9 hours ago
@lainieyarris @JournalofGME @mededdoc @debsimpson3 @DrMedEd_itor @ndeiorio @OHSUEM Res @OHSUSOM Awesome, glad to see you here @lainieyarris! @JournalofGME #MedEdChat

**Deb Simpson** @debsimpson3 39 hours ago
T1 Helps me if differentiate academic (directed towards an argument, narrower specialized audience & “jargon”, references) x public writing (descriptive prose). Q? Does Acad writing need to shift to be more public scoped for digital world? #MedEdChat https://t.co/TxwbEdTVIA
Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 9 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: Tony checking in from Maryland. #MedEd #mededchat https://t.co/0x7Du6LLqC

JGME @JournalofGME 9 hours ago
RT @lainieyarris: Lainie Yarris, Deputy Editor for @JournalofGME. Excited to guest host this #MedEdChat and looking forward to the discussion...

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc 9 hours ago
RT @lainieyarris: Join us at 8:00 central to discuss the future of academic writing! @LingardLorelei @MotherinMed @ChrisWatling3 @EMEducat...

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 9 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T1 Helps me if differentiate academic (directed towards an argument, narrower specialized audience & “jargon”, references)...

Lainie Yarris MD MCR @lainieyarris 9 hours ago
Decreased emphasis on text, increased emphasis on infographics, audio, and visual media. Interactive publications, with transparent peer review and revisions. The niche in curation will increase in value, and expand to include all forms of digital scholarship. #MedEdChat https://t.co/sCM6O19tMS

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 9 hours ago
T1: Collaborative. Quicker to publish and disseminate! @GLBDallaghan @mededdoc @debsimpson3 @lainieyarris #mededchat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 9 hours ago
RT @lainieyarris: Decreased emphasis on text, increased emphasis on infographics, audio, and visual media. Interactive publications, with...

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc 9 hours ago
T1 first off, I'm fairly sure all academic journals will be #OpenAccess by 2030. Not sure who or how publication fees will be handled, but I sure hope paywalls are a thing of the past! #MedEdChat #MedEd

Nicole M Deiorio, MD @ndeiorio 9 hours ago
T1: I think journals will continue to exist as people will always need curated content BUT they will likely be emblems of virtual communities of practice as opposed to paper magazines... #MedEdChat
Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 9 hours ago
@lainieyarris This sounds amazing! Love the emphasis on visuals and audio! #MedEdChat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: T1 first off, I'm fairly sure all academic journals will be #OpenAccess by 2030. Not sure who or how publication fees will be...

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc 8 hours ago
Amen to this!!! #MedEd #MedEdChat

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan 8 hours ago
@lainieyarris T1 This is an interesting notion. With the digital age one expects material faster. Will these artefacts all be peer reviewed? Do you think the quality may diminish? #MedEdChat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson 8 hours ago
Agree @LaineYarris - wondering the balance as words do have meaning. References with links are helpful #MedEdChat

OHSU EM Residency @OHSUEMRes 8 hours ago
RT @lainieyarris: Lainie Yarris, Deputy Editor for @JournalofGME. Excited to guest host this #MedEdChat and looking forward to the discussi...

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat 8 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: T1 first off, I'm fairly sure all academic journals will be #OpenAccess by 2030. Not sure who or how publication fees will be...

OHSU EM Residency @OHSUEMRes 8 hours ago
We think we know her..... our fearless PD!

Sparkles the OA Dog @oa_dog 8 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: T1 first off, I'm fairly sure all academic journals will be #OpenAccess by 2030. Not sure who or how publication fees will be...

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago
RT @GLBDallaghan: @lainieyarris T1 This is an interesting notion. With the digital age one expects material faster. Will these artefacts...
Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc 8 hours ago
I also think articles and other dissemination types that synthesize knowledge will become more and more important as the knowledge boom continues! #MedEdChat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan @laineyarris Peer review must maintained if it is to be of journal quality. #MedEdChat

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan 8 hours ago
T1 I've noticed a trend for several journals with word limits of <2,000 for original research. Do you see a world where academic blogging replaces journals? #MedEdChat

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat 8 hours ago
RT @laineyarris: Decreased emphasis on text, increased emphasis on infographics, audio, and visual media. Interactive publications, with...

Lainie Yarris MD MCR @laineyarris 8 hours ago
@kristinadzara @GLBDallaghan @kristinadzara Agree -- peer review helps establish relevance to the community and boosts quality. How might peer review look different in 2030? #MedEdChat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson 38 hours ago
@mededdoc Indeed - it’s #followthemoney that will be the driver as traditional academic publishers are now getting into curriculum- no one buying their books! The infrastructure may need to come from our sponsoring orgs do now @JournalofGME @AcadMedJournal so not for profit. #MedEdChat

Katherine Chretien @MotherinMed 8 hours ago
T1 open peer review on pre-prints, not arbitrary, closed system. Data availability. Multimedia. #MedEdChat

Gregg Wells @Wells_GB 8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T1 Preprint archives (e.g., https://t.co/5OYMAEfBKg, https://t.co/T7t7hf358I, & https://t.co/T7t7hf358I) will increase in importance, including for #meded scholarship. Open reviewing of preprints will improve scholarship. #mededchat

MedEdBot @MedEdBot 8 hours ago
RT @ndeiorio: Here in Richmond/VCU--ready to see what medical writing holds for us! #meded #mededchat #JGME @journalofgme
**MedEdBot** @MedEdBot 8 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: T1 first off, I'm fairly sure all academic journals will be #OpenAccess by 2030. Not sure who or how publication fees will be...

**MedEdBot** @MedEdBot 8 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: Amen to this!!! #MedEd #MedEdChat https://t.co/hZfVBVy9Tp

**Deb Simpson** @debsimpson38 hours ago
T1 The origin of the word “publication” is to make things “public”. We’ve chosen to make academic writing “closed” in a now global digital world where style/language matters. #MedEdChat #MedEdChat Tx for image @Brainmavis mavis https://t.co/SzDV1AA2Vu

**Gregg Wells** @Wells_GB 8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T1 Preprint archives (e.g., https://t.co/ryjh5lgSqq, https://t.co/BRcPb3Bfaq, & https://t.co/cx2YuGGuCM) will increase in importance, including for #meded scholarship. Open reviewing of preprints will improve scholarship. #mededchat

**Anthony R Artino Jr** @mededdoc8 hours ago
Yes! Especially to preprints -- @LaurenMaggio and I are big fans; e.g...

**Gary Beck Dallaghan** @GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
@lainieyarris @kristinadzara Maybe journals could waive APC fees if you do x number of reviews in a timely manner per year. #MedEdChat Might help incentivize reviewers.

**Deb Simpson** @debsimpson38 hours ago
T1 Reminder Academic writing “constitutes a ‘professional exchange’ that requires argument-driven prose, historiographical engagement, and an assertion that what the scholar is writing about – the knowledge the scholar is creating – is new” per @kawulf @scholarlykitchn #MedEdChat

**Anthony R Artino Jr** @mededdoc8 hours ago
@LaurenMaggio e.g., https://t.co/xt5aDCPCx7 #MedEdChat

**Lauren Maggio** @LaurenMaggio8 hours ago
@mededdoc T1: This has already happened to a degree in clinical medicine w/ point of care tools like UpToDate and DynaMed. Would something similar (a point of learning/teaching tool) be helpful in #meded? #mededchat
As waiting time period for many journals is too long, post-publication peer-review can be of a choice for some open access journals. Maybe podcasts can also play a bigger role in the technology-advanced era.

Reminder Academic writing “constitutes a ‘professional exchange’ that requires argument-driven prose, historiographical…

The origin of the word “publication” is to make things “public”. We’ve chosen to make academic writing “closed” in a n…

That would be super cool. I just wonder if most #MedEd scholarship is “up to the task” of being ready for primetime? I suspect most is not. #MedEdChat

Interactive multimedia is ever more impressive. Commentary by readers & replies by authors mean online pubs are actively growing documents with dialogs between readers & authors & among readers. Sharing raw data allows other researchers to confirm & extend findings. #mededchat

T1: accessible time all.
Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan @lainieyarris @kristinadzara That’s a great idea - it’s a clearer pay forward to advancing knowledge. It’s currently a professional obligation to review but not required. Still wonder how we identify knowledgeable #ethical reviewers #MedEdChat

Lauren Maggio @LaurenMaggio8 hours ago
@Wells_GB @MedEdChat Don’t forget @medrxivpreprint which has a #meded section! #mededchat

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
Topic 2: What writing resources do you recommend for those who aim to be successful academic writers over the next decade? #MedEdChat

Daniel Ricotta, MD, FHM @DanielRicottaMD8 hours ago
Greetings #MedEdChat sorry to be late to this party! Dan Ricotta checking into from Boston

Sateesh Arja, MD, MPH @AriaSateesh8 hours ago
RT @Wells_GB: @MedEdChat T1 Preprint archives (e.g., https://t.co/ryjh5lgSqq, https://t.co/BRcPb3Bfaq, & https://t.co/cx2YuGGuCM) will incr...

Daniel Ricotta, MD, FHM @DanielRicottaMD8 hours ago
RT @lainieyarris: Decreased emphasis on text, increased emphasis on infographics, audio, and visual media. Interactive publications, with...

Gregg Wells @Wells_GB8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T1 Imagine AR/VR accompanying publications! Possibilities are endless. Online storage allocated to scholarly pubs must increase by many orders of magnitude. #mededchat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
T2 The @scholarlykitchn and @kawulf have great series of posts on #openaccess, e-books, peer review. https://t.co/IGHckynwd #MedEdChat

Daniel Ricotta, MD, FHM @DanielRicottaMD8 hours ago
T1: I imagine we’ll move more towards videos and peer reviewed podcasts instead of paper manuscripts. Perhaps not by 2030 but it’s already starting @AdamRodmanMD #MedEdChat

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc8 hours ago
T2 -- Your local research librarian is your friend!!! #MedEd #MedEdChat They can help a lot, especially helping you manage info overload... https://t.co/r907j9AyGv
Maybe the spectrum of quality will be broad, but curation and crowd-sourced ratings and reviews will direct busy educators to the most high-yield scholarship. #MedEdChat

T2 A good resource just shared with me is to WAG your work https://t.co/H6No9VIYCU #MedEdChat

Agree! One of the best advantages of digital scholarship is active, living, documented Q&As. Amazing for readers/learners and enlightening for authors. #mededchat

Don’t think it would replace but could supplement. #mededchat

RT @GLBDallaghan: T2 A good resource just shared with me is to WAG your work https://t.co/H6No9VIYCU #MedEdChat

RT @mededdoc: T2 -- Your local research librarian is your friend!!! #MedEd #MedEdChat They can help a lot, especially helping you manage i...

@mededdoc #MedLib are a lifesaver #MedEdChat

Agree -- peer review helps establish relevance to the community and boosts qu...

Best writing resource is practice. Practice writing. Show others. Get feedback. Write some more. Experience the world around you. Take notes. And read! #MedEdChat

Maybe journals could waive APC fees if you do x number of reviews in a timely manner per yea...
Lainie Yarris MD MCR @lainieyarris 8 hours ago
T2: Writing skills will still matter. Take a creative writing class, a grammar for writers class, or a poetry workshop – poets know how to make every word count! #MedEdChat https://t.co/TXmTpBKlFD

Daniel Ricotta, MD, FHM @DanielRicottaMD 8 hours ago
T2: not novel but need a good reference manager. I use @mendeley_com - I think also a solid collaborative writing resource is important like @Google docs and quick cloud based brain dumps for ideas like @simplenoteapp #MedEdChat

Lainie Yarris MD MCR @lainieyarris 8 hours ago
RT @Kind4Kids: Best writing resource is practice. Practice writing. Show others. Get feedback. Write some more. Experience the world arou...

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat 8 hours ago
RT @DanielRicottaMD: T2: not novel but need a good reference manager. I use @mendeley_com - I think also a solid collaborative writing reso...

Sparkles the OA Dog @oa_dog 8 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T2 The @scholarlykitchn and @kawulf have great series of posts on #openaccess, e-books, peer review. https://t.co/IGHckynw...

Edward Lew @elewMD 8 hours ago
@DanielRicottaMD @AdamRodmanMD Still think there is value in written/typed words, as some like the quiet #mededchat

Daniela Hermelin, MD @HermelinDaniela 8 hours ago
@MedEdChat Writing resources that focus on teaching succinct yet captivating methods to express a concept since we are only provided 280 characters per post and the attention span continues to dwindle. #MedEdChat

Gregg Wells @Wells_GB 8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T2 As always, writers must be excellent story tellers. Careful thinking & clear writing always are in style. Essential writing resource: Mentally protected time even when outside responsibilities threaten it. Progress a little every day. Outline first! Revise freely! #mededchat

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan 8 hours ago
T2 My writing time is spent in a quiet reading room in UNC’s Wilson Library.....using pen and paper to write. #RockItOldSchool #MedEdChat
Paul Haidet @myheroistrane 8 hours ago
T2: in my experience, best resource=a good mentor. That’s not gonna change, ever. #MedEdChat

Daniel Ricotta, MD, FHM @DanielRicottaMD 8 hours ago
@Kind4Kids Collaborative writing groups really help with this - I’ve been super lucky to have people like @FredoBaggins @AndyHale33 and @GraceHuangMD to push both the quality of my writing and productivity #mededchat @MedEdChat

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc 8 hours ago
T1 - When writing an original research article, I’ve always found it helpful to cross-check my #MedEd work w/ the review criteria editors & reviewers will be using to assess my work. This one from @AcadMedJournal is particularly good... https://t.co/tU8nhIlsFl #MedEdChat

Edward Lew @elewMD 8 hours ago
@lainieyarris Journalism classes can help inform succinct, powerful writing as well! #mededchat

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan 8 hours ago
@mededdoc T2 Johns Hopkins has a great resource page for setting up writing accountability groups #MedEdChat https://t.co/0kFmr5KIHF

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago
@lainieyarris @GLBDallaghan I’d love to see new reviewers complete a few mentored or group peer reviews for various journals prior to independently reviewing. Would establish credibility, ensure understanding of process, & reduce feelings of being under or unqualified for new reviewers. #MedEdChat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson3 8 hours ago

Deb Simpson @debsimpson3 8 hours ago
T2 2/2 And examples of digital tools by what they do – such as resources, organizational tools, focusing and prodding tools from Schcolnik https://t.co/V9QZ8Mo9zm #MedEdChat https://t.co/C0Fu27sdFN

Daniel Ricotta, MD, FHM @DanielRicottaMD 8 hours ago
@elewMD @AdamRodmanMD Don’t disagree in the value at all - and personally I enjoy writing. I just think the future is digital audio and visual based dissemination as the next generation moves away from text #mededchat
Lainie Yarris MD MCR @laineyarris 8 hours ago
@Wells_GB @MedEdChat @Wells_GB T2 Totally agree - best resource is our own commitment to make time to write! #MedEdChat

Mohammed Alkhalifah @Alkhalifaa 28 hours ago
RT @laineyarris: Decreased emphasis on text, increased emphasis on infographics, audio, and visual media. Interactive publications, with...

Deb Simpson @debsimpson 38 hours ago
@laineyarris Absolutely - skilled writing as we shorten will be even more important. Love the 100 word abstracts. #MedEdChat

Lonika Sood, MD, MHPE @sood 8 hours ago
T1: we will figure out how to achieve patient outcomes #MedEdChat

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan 8 hours ago
@DanielRicottaMD I do, but I edit while I type. Works well for me. #MedEdChat

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan 8 hours ago
@DanielRicottaMD @elewMD @AdamRodmanMD Perhaps more so what we'll see are audio journals so readers can have a choice....print or audio #MedEdChat

Nicole M Deiorio, MD @ndeiorio 8 hours ago
#mededchat #MedEd #JGME

Deb Simpson @debsimpson 38 hours ago
@laineyarris Great summary of 5 writing skills to engage readers with your research... interesting title, write in active, short sentence and paragraphs, avoid jargon, and audioslide or visual abstract! https://t.co/zVWdfijQan #MedEdChat

Daniel Ricotta, MD, FHM @DanielRicottaMD 8 hours ago
RT @debsimpson: T2 1/2 Interesting overview of the various types of digital tools to use for writing - Schcolnik M. Digital Tools in Acade...

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago
@laineyarris @GLBDallaghan Of course this would require more journals to support / encourage mentored / group peer reviews! I recently reviewed for a journal & mentored a student aspiring to a career in #AcMed in this endeavor. She has the experience to draw on in the future. :) #MedEdChat #MedEd
Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc 8 hours ago
T2 -- I LOVE LOVE LOVE @LingardLorelei's Writer's Craft series in @pmeded... https://t.co/YdJfXtzZ0d #MedEd #MedEdChat

Daniel Ricotta, MD, FHM @DanielRicottaMD 8 hours ago
#mededchat @MedEdChat

Daniel Ricotta, MD, FHM @DanielRicottaMD 8 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: @lainieyarris Great summary of 5 writing skills to engage readers with your research... interesting title, write in active,...

MedEd Chat @MedChat 8 hours ago
RT Nicole M Deiorio, MD @ndeiorio T2: Still need to be able to write a good sentence before worrying about the article—grammar, good sentence structure, clear and concise writing. https://t.co/8YW0bxD7P3... #strunkandwhiteforever self-identified #OkBoomer #MedEdChat

Dr Javeed Sukhera @javeedsukhera 8 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: T2 -- I LOVE LOVE LOVE @LingardLorelei's Writer's Craft series in @pmeded... https://t.co/YdJfXtzZ0d #MedEd #MedEdChat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T1 The origin of the word “publication” is to make things “public”. We’ve chosen to make academic writing “closed” in a n...

Sateesh Arja, MD, MPH @ArjaSateesh 8 hours ago
@MedEdChat #mededchat T2 Simple style of writing which is easy to read for the readers is important. A mentor can help us a lot with this. Even a colleague who can read and correct is also useful #meded

Lainie Yarris MD MCR @lainieyarris 8 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: T2 -- I LOVE LOVE LOVE @LingardLorelei’s Writer’s Craft series in @pmeded... https://t.co/YdJfXtzZ0d #MedEd #MedEdChat

Daniel Ricotta, MD, FHM @DanielRicottaMD 8 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: T2 -- I LOVE LOVE LOVE @LingardLorelei’s Writer’s Craft series in @pmeded... https://t.co/YdJfXtzZ0d #MedEd #MedEdChat
Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan Interesting evidence emerging that keyboarding may not be best way to stimulate your thinking - pen to paper! If I could read my own writing! #MedEdChat @ElizabethRyanIU :)

Paul Haidet @myheroistrane8 hours ago
The fact is that u become a better writer by doing reviews. U become a better grant writer by being on a review panel. Service has its rewards. #mededchat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara8 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: T2 -- I LOVE LOVE LOVE @LingardLorelei's Writer's Craft series in @pmeded... https://t.co/YdJfXtzZ0d #MedEd #MedEdChat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara8 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: @lainieyarris Great summary of 5 writing skills to engage readers with your research... interesting title, write in active,...

Lauren Maggio @LaurenMaggio8 hours ago
@DanielRicottaMD @Kind4Kids @FreedoBaggins @AndyHale33 @GraceHuangMD @MedEdChat T2: Totally agree. Having a group or a writing buddy is huge for accountability and few feeling less isolated when writing. #mededchat

edward lew @elewMD8 hours ago
@DanielRicottaMD @AdamRodmanMD Although I also see in increase audio/visual, I also see the next generation quickly pulling up blog posts, articles in real time. #mededchat

Candace Norton @cnorton_infopro8 hours ago
We are!

Lauren Maggio @LaurenMaggio8 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: T2 -- I LOVE LOVE LOVE @LingardLorelei’s Writer’s Craft series in @pmeded... https://t.co/YdJfXtzZ0d #MedEd #MedEdChat

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: T2 -- I LOVE LOVE LOVE @LingardLorelei’s Writer’s Craft series in @pmeded... https://t.co/YdJfXtzZ0d #MedEd #MedEdChat

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: @lainieyarris Great summary of 5 writing skills to engage readers with your research... interesting title, write in active,...
**MedEd Chat** @MedEdChat

8 hours ago

RT @elewMD: @DanielRicottaMD @AdamRodmanMD Although I also see in increase audio/visual, I also see the next generation quickly pulling up...

---

**Lainie Yarris MD MCR** @laineyarris

8 hours ago

@debsimpson3 @GLBDallaghan @ElizabethRyanIU Writer @hannahtinti taught me that sketching can boost creativity in writing. Let’s keep that notebook and colored pencils next to our digital devices in 2030! #MedEdChat

---

**Paul Haidet** @myheroistrane

8 hours ago

Most common mistake I saw as an editor was people writing articles before they figured out what the core message was. Gotta slow down to win. #MedEdChat

---

**MedEd Chat** @MedEdChat

8 hours ago

RT @myheroistrane: Most common mistake I saw as an editor was people writing articles before they figured out what the core message was. Go...

---

**Terry Kind, MD MPH** @Kind4Kids

8 hours ago

What are you best at? #mededchat

---

**MedEd Chat** @MedEdChat

8 hours ago

RT @Kind4Kids: What are you best at? #mededchat

---

**Alliance4ClinEd** @Alliance4ClinEd

8 hours ago

RT @Kind4Kids: What are you best at? #mededchat

---

**Lonika Sood, MD, MHPE** @sood_lonika

8 hours ago

#acadwriting can be intimidating.. any tips #MedEdChat

---

**Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc** @kristinadzara

8 hours ago

@GLBDallaghan @DanielRicottaMD @elewMD @AdamRodmanMD I listen to journal articles on the train. #MedEdChat

---

**Anthony R Artino Jr** @mededdoc

8 hours ago

T2 JUST DO IT... If you want to run faster, run faster. If you want to write more, write more. #MedEdChat #MedEd https://t.co/7Grr7Im6EC
Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan @DanielRicottaMD I hate writing by hand but whatever works, work it! #MedEdChat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: T2 JUST DO IT... If you want to run faster, run faster. If you want to write more, write more. #MedEdChat #MedEd https:…

Jenny Kim @jennykim 8 hours ago
RT @PokeyLuWho:
Thursday #TwitterChat List #3 #BizapaloozaChat 8pm #StoryDam 8pm #gam es4ed 8pm #MEMSPChat 8pm #LRNChat 8:30pm…

Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
@LaurenMaggio @DanielRicottaMD @Kind4Kids @FreedoBaggins @AndyHale33 @GraceHuangMD @MedEdChat Indeed - and many journals are supporting group reviews for #learningtogether and as a way to avoid isolation! #MedEdChat Check out why by @Jon_Ilgen https://t.co/XXsshcteLz and group peer review by @lainieyarris https://t.co/59Gj9ghx6u

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
What writing tips or advice do you have for those who wish to be cutting-edge academic writers? #MedEdChat

Terry Kind, MD MPH @Kind4Kids8 hours ago
@mededdoc Enjoy the journey #mededchat

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
@sood_lonika This is an exceptional book oddly enough entitled How to Write A Lot https://t.co/LPyYSOB4hb #MedEdChat

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @GLBDallaghan: @sood_lonika This is an exceptional book oddly enough entitled How to Write A Lot https://t.co/LPyYSOB4hb #MedEdChat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
@lainieyarris @GLBDallaghan @ElizabethRyanIU @hannahtinti Oh that’s cool - never thought it it and would avoid not being able to read my own writing! Do you have a reference? #MedEdChat
Lainie Yarris MD MCR @lainieyarris 8 hours ago
@myheroistrane Agree getting clear about the message first helps, and also sometimes just freewriting is necessary to overcome inertia. Maybe slow, then fast? #MedEdChat https://t.co/KASZ72leJB

Paul Haidet @myheroistrane 8 hours ago
@MedEdChat Gotta have a message. Need to take the time to work that out. I take many dog walks before I’m ready to begin, turning the concepts over in my brain, pondering. #mededchat

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc 8 hours ago
T2: “If u want 2 make ur writing better...let go of the romantic notion that there is some magic formula 2 make writing easier. There isn’t. There r rare moments of running downhill, but most of the time it’s an uphill slog the whole way.” from @academicswrite #MedEdChat #MedEd https://t.co/4GjkvlwDVB

Daniel Ricotta, MD, FHM @DanielRicottaMD 8 hours ago
T3: I keep coming back to @GraceHuangMD here but she taught me everything I know about writing. 1. Writing begets more writing and 2. most importantly manage your energy not your time #MedEdChat

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat 8 hours ago
RT @lainieyarris: @myheroistrane Agree getting clear about the message first helps, and also sometimes just freewriting is necessary to ove...

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat 8 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: @LaurenMaggio @DanielRicottaMD @Kind4Kids @FreedoBaggins @AndyHale 33 @GraceHuangMD @MedEdChat Indeed - and many journals a...

Daniel Ricotta, MD, FHM @DanielRicottaMD 8 hours ago
RT @GLBDallaghan: @soodIonika This is an exceptional book oddly enough entitled How to Write A Lot https://t.co/LPyYSOB4hb #MedEdChat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson3 8 hours ago
@mededdoc Ahh - write more yes- but don’t forget #feedback as I can be brilliant in my own mind until other read it and say “what do you mean... “ #MedEdChat
RT @DanielRicottaMD: T3: I keep coming back to @GraceHuangMD here but she taught me everything I know about writing. 1. Writing begets more...

@GLBDallaghan @DanielRicottaMD @elewMD @AdamRodmanMD I listen to #KeyLimePodcast on @podbeancom. I listen to journal articles on @VoiceDreamApp. Works well for articles with out tables - qualitative articles or commentaries, perspectives I don't really like reading while in a moving vehicle so this works for me. #MedEdChat

RT @DanielRicottaMD: T1: I imagine we'll move more towards videos and peer reviewed podcasts instead of paper manuscripts. Perhaps not by 2...

#MedEdChat I think I need a writing coach ... any takers?

I listen to #KeyLimePodcast on @podbeancom. I listen to journal articles on @VoiceDreamApp. Works well for articles with out tables - qualitative articles or commentaries, perspectives I don't really like reading while in a moving vehicle so this works for me. #MedEdChat

I think the most important step is to get a first draft. https://t.co/0slemfpjYT

Indeed - and many journals a...

Always here to help! And I do mean that #MedEdChat

I think the most important step is to get a first draft....
Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
T3: To Be cutting end - start with cutting edge content! Or sharpen existing content in new ways to had insights. The goal of #academicwriting writing is to share what we know in meaningful ways to advance knowledge #MedEdChat

Paul Haidet @myheroistrane8 hours ago
I invite mentees to answer these three questions BEFORE they start to write: 1) this paper is about _____ 2) the reason this general area is important is _______ 3) what this paper adds to the literature is _______ #1&2 frame the intro, #3 the discussion #MedEdChat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara8 hours ago
RT @PDX_Tom: @MedEdChat @ndeiorio Yes, #OkBoomer. #MedEdChat @MedEdChat #MedEd I think the most important step is to get a first draft....

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara8 hours ago
RT @ndeiorio: @kristinadzara how do you remember what you listen to on the train? Do you take notes? Just have naturally good auditory upta...

Sateesh Arja, MD, MPH @ArjaSateesh8 hours ago
@MedEdChat #mededchat T3 First I keep all ideas and messages that I want to express in that manuscript on paper or in writing. Then I remove the ideas/messages which don’t fit or coherent. I am not sure if this is the correct way. But it works out for me. #meded

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc8 hours ago
T3 Look to publish beyond the original research article: @AcadMedJournal Last Page @JournalofGME Rip Out & New Ideas @MedEd_Journal Really Good Stuff @MedEdPORTAL & other non-IMRD articles: commentaries, perspectives, editorials, letters to the editor, blogs #MedEdChat #MedEd

Erin N. Marcus @ErinNMarcusMD8 hours ago
RT @myheroistrane: I invite mentees to answer these three questions BEFORE they start to write: 1) this paper is about _____ 2) the reason...

Lainie Yarris MD MCR @lainieyarris8 hours ago
RT @myheroistrane: I invite mentees to answer these three questions BEFORE they start to write: 1) this paper is about _____ 2) the reason...

Daniel Ricotta, MD, FHM @DanielRicottaMD8 hours ago
RT @myheroistrane: I invite mentees to answer these three questions BEFORE they start to write: 1) this paper is about _____ 2) the reason...
Lainie Yarris MD MCR @laineyarris 8 hours ago
T3: Study the craft of writing. Learn how to maximize engagement while minimizing length. Engage in virtual communities of practice, and learn how to navigate the digital space. Train in graphic design, and visual representation of data and results. #MedEdChat

Esther Choo @choo_ek 8 hours ago
Making writing a habit and creating space for it is so key. Even when my life is maximally chaotic, I try to create time and space for writing. Social media + email off. No meetings scheduled around a 3 hour span, 1-2 times a week. Routinizing is key. #MedEdChat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson3 8 hours ago
@kristinadzara @GLBDallaghan @DanielRicottaMD @elewMD @AdamRodmanMD @podbeancom @VoiceDreamApp T3 Does listening help your writing? #MedEdChat

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat 8 hours ago
RT @choo_ek: Making writing a habit and creating space for it is so key. Even when my life is maximally chaotic, I try to create time and s...

COMSEP @COMSEPediatrics 8 hours ago
RT @Alliance4ClinEd: Times change and so does writing. What will it look like to submit a manuscript in 2030? Join the #MedEdChat with @Jo...

Paul Haidet @myheroistrane 8 hours ago
@mededdoc @AcadMedJournal @JournalofGME @MedEd Journal @MedEdPORTAL Also: never do a workshop at a meeting without at least pondering whether there’s an article in there somewhere. Use the workshop discussions to work out your framing and message. #mededchat

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc 8 hours ago
T3 other publishing options... #MedEdChat #MedEd https://t.co/rdnI5n3mgb

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan 8 hours ago
@mededdoc @AcadMedJournal @JournalofGME @MedEd Journal @MedEdPORTAL With you being a full professor, this makes sense. Would you advise junior faculty to consider the same? #MedEdChat

Lainie Yarris MD MCR @laineyarris 8 hours ago
#MedEdChat I am definitely looking forward to the transcript of tonight’s chat! Too many good ideas and resources from this awesome community to absorb real-time. @MedEdChat @JournalofGME
Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago
@ndeiorio I sometimes have to rewind & listen to complicated parts twice. Yes, I take notes on my phone if relevant to a project I am contemplating or writing up. Sometimes I use it to listen to articles slightly outside my current focus, or how to's for writing, methods. #MedEdChat

Tom Cooney MD MACP @PDX_Tom 8 hours ago
@mededdoc @AcadMedJournal @JournalofGME @MedEd Journal @MedEdPORTAL T3: Absolutely. It is about dissemination. You want folks to know what you have 'found' #MedEdchat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
@myheroistrane This is nice - I use the “what” “so what” and “now what” asking authors to think about the answers of their stakeholder readers. #MedEdChat

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
@debsimpson3 @kristinadzara @DanielRicottaMD @elewMD @AdamRodmanMD @podbeancom @VoiceDreamApp Personally I feel reading helps my writing. #MedEdChat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara8 hours ago
RT @choo_ek: Making writing a habit and creating space for it is so key. Even when my life is maximally chaotic, I try to create time and s...

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara8 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: T3 Look to publish beyond the original research article: @AcadMedJournal Last Page @JournalofGME Rip Out & New Ideas @MedEd ...

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara8 hours ago
RT @GLBDallaghan: @mededdoc @AcadMedJournal @JournalofGME @MedEd Journal @MedEdPORTAL With you being a full professor, this makes sense. W...

Paul Haidet @myheroistrane8 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan @mededdoc @AcadMedJournal @JournalofGME @MedEd Journal @MedEdPORTAL I would if they have a good message. A peer reviewed article counts, and those are all peer reviewed. #mededchat

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc8 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan @AcadMedJournal @JournalofGME @MedEd Journal @MedEdPORTAL Like everything, it's context dependent. Where I work, all of these pub types count." But APT rules/regulations are really a local thing. Bottom line: you need to know your local requirements! #MedEdChat #MedEd
“Stories that work” by a mentor, friend Anjali Jain, my predecessor @AcademicPeds In the Moment https://t.co/IUrmtsCg9P #MedEdChat

RT @mededdoc: T3 other publishing options... #MedEdChat #MedEd https://t.co/rdnl5npmgb

I invite mentees to answer these three questions BEFORE they start to write: 1) this paper is about _____ 2) the reason...
Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago
@myheroistrane Very smart I need to borrow this. #MedEdChat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson3 8 hours ago
Reading about writing and where it’s going outside of #MedEd helps me refine my work. The @scholarlykitchn and @kawulf have great series of posts on #openaccess, e-books, peer review. https://t.co/lGHckynwjd #MedEdChat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: @myheroistrane This is nice - I use the “what” “so what” and “now what” asking authors to think about the answers of their...

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago
RT @lainieyarris: #MedEdChat I am definitely looking forward to the transcript of tonight’s chat! Too many good ideas and resources from t...

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: T3 other publishing options... #MedEdChat #MedEd https://t.co/rdnl5npmgb

Paul Haidet @myheroistrane 8 hours ago
Why I like to write articles: you get to be yourself. Why I dislike writing grants: you have to be that person you think the review panel wants you to be. #MedEdChat

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat 8 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: Reading about writing and where it’s going outside of #MedEd helps me refine my work. The @scholarlykitchn and @kawulf hav...

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat 8 hours ago
We have about 5 more minutes left in our discussion. Please feel free to give some final thoughts #meded #mededchat

Paul Haidet @myheroistrane 8 hours ago
@kristinadzara Yours for free, Kristina! #Mededchat

Esther Choo @choo_ek 8 hours ago
This illustrates another important writing tip that relates to T3: find writing partners who provide accountability! #MedEdChat #YesWeSpeakInCode
Tom Varghese Jr. MD @TomVargheseJr 8 hours ago
RT @choo_ek: Making writing a habit and creating space for it is so key. Even when my life is maximally chaotic, I try to create time and s...

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago
@mededdoc Might I suggest that for someone considering publishing in 1 of these "unique" mechanisms they consider identifying someone in their professional network who has been successful, and gain insight into what the editors are looking for to increase chance of acceptance. #MedEdChat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago
RT @choo_ek: This illustrates another important writing tip that relates to T3: find writing partners who provide accountability! #MedEdCha...

MedEd Chat @MedChat 8 hours ago
RT @kristinadzara: @mededdoc Might I suggest that for someone considering publishing in 1 of these "unique" mechanisms they consider identi...

Sparkles the OA Dog @oa_dog 8 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: Reading about writing and where it's going outside of #MedEd helps me refine my work. The @scholarlykitchn and @kawulf hav...

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: We have about 5 more minutes left in our discussion. Please feel free to give some final thoughts #meded #mededchat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago
RT @myheroistrane: Why I like to write articles: you get to be yourself. Why I dislike writing grants: you have to be that person you thin...

Nicole M Deiorio, MD @ndeiorio 8 hours ago
From my former program director Jim Scott: just get something, ANYTHING, down on paper. After that, it's not even writing--it's just editing! #MedEdchat

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc 8 hours ago
I like @LingardLorelei's - Problem (identify the real-world prob) - Gap (what don't we know) - Hook ("convinces readers that this gap is of consequence") As a way of "joining the conversation" in #MedEd https://t.co/vNPzoVf0k #MedEdChat
Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago

RT @myheroistrane: @kristinadzara Yours for free, Kristina! #Mededchat

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat 8 hours ago

Join us again next week at 9 pm Thursday. Don’t forget to suggest topics by DM or email #meded #mededchat

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat 8 hours ago

The #mededchat archive will be available tomorrow at https://t.co/mJivoKroXx on the Resources page.

Deb Simpson @debsimpson3 8 hours ago

Wow this is amazing dialogue and insights! Keep them coming! Thanks to @MedEdChat + @Alliance4ClinEd for leadership on #MedEdChat and to @lainieyarris from @JournalofGME for tonight's topic and guest hosting! May the writing be with you! https://t.co/at2LYsvU6E https://t.co/PWy5GqTRR9

Lauren Maggio @LaurenMaggio 8 hours ago

@choo_ek T3: Yes, on my writing days I start off w/ a brief email to my writing partner describing my goal for my writing time. This helps me structure my time & keeps me honest (e.g., off email...) #mededchat

jeriesa @mjeriesa 8 hours ago

RT @choo_ek: This illustrates another important writing tip that relates to T3: find writing partners who provide accountability! #MedEdChat...

Erica Nelson @Lindymedic 8 hours ago

@CaitlinHowarth @faineg Writing retreat inspiration! Let’s create the space!

S Muehlschlegel MD @SMuehlschMD 8 hours ago

Yes!!! Will teach this too at next @UMassMedical #JFDP

Paul Haidet @myheroistrane 8 hours ago

@kristinadzara @mededdoc @AcadMedJournal @JournalofGME @MedEd_Journal @MedEdPORT  AL Make it count twice, baby! #mededchat
Aimee Gardner @AimeeGthePHD 8 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: T3 other publishing options... #MedEdChat #MedEd https://t.co/rdnl5npgmb

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc 8 hours ago
This was an AWESOME #MedEdChat tonight! Nice work @laineyyarris and @GLBDallaghan @JournalofGME @debsimpson3 @DrMedEd_itor @ndeiorno

ShwneeLgcy @ShwneeLgcy 8 hours ago
RT @choo_ek: Making writing a habit and creating space for it is so key. Even when my life is maximally chaotic, I try to create time and s...

Margaret “Meg” Chisolm, MD @whole_patients 8 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: I like @LingardLorelei’s - Problem (identify the real-world prob) - Gap (what don’t we know) - Hook (“convinces readers tha...

Emily Methangkool MD, MPH @dremilym 8 hours ago
I need to write more and am having a ton of trouble making time for it when faced with a ton of other tasks and deadlines. This is great advice - just schedule it into your week. Make it mandatory. #medtwitter #productivity

Emily Methangkool MD, MPH @dremilym 7 hours ago
RT @myheroistrane: Most common mistake I saw as an editor was people writing articles before they figured out what the core message was. Go...

MedEdBot @MedEdBot 7 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: Join us again next week at 9 pm Thursday. Don’t forget to suggest topics by DM or email #meded #mededchat

Esther Choo @choo_ek 7 hours ago
RT @laineyyarris: Decreased emphasis on text, increased emphasis on infographics, audio, and visual media. Interactive publications, with...

MedEdPORTAL @MedEdPORTAL 7 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: T3 Look to publish beyond the original research article: @AcadMedJournal Last Page @JournalofGME Rip Out & New Ideas @MedEd ...

Margaret “Meg” Chisolm, MD @whole_patients 7 hours ago
RT @Kind4Kids: Best writing resource is practice. Practice writing. Show others. Get feedback. Write some more. Experience the world arou...
Iris Thiele Isip Tan MD, MSc @endocrine_witch 7 hours ago
RT @Kind4Kids: Best writing resource is practice. Practice writing. Show others. Get feedback. Write some more. Experience the world arou...

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 7 hours ago
RT @myheroistrane: The fact is that u become a better writer by doing reviews. U become a better grant writer by being on a review panel. S...

Robert Trevino, MD, PhD @trevy137 7 hours ago
RT @choo_ek: Making writing a habit and creating space for it is so key. Even when my life is maximally chaotic, I try to create time and s...

Daniel Pham @danielxpham 7 hours ago
RT @choo_ek: Making writing a habit and creating space for it is so key. Even when my life is maximally chaotic, I try to create time and s...

Ceci Connolly @CeciConnolly 7 hours ago
At @Poynter Instit. we learned the Latin phrase “Nulla dies sine linea” Never a day without a line. Still racked on my bulletin board. You must write every day @RoyPeterClark

Tom Cooney MD MACP @PDX Tom 7 hours ago
@debsimpson3 @MedEdChat @ndeiorio Love the time limit. Interesting how that sharpens one's focus. #MedEd #MedEdChat https://t.co/0A7OwKYEcT

Joanne Mundua @munduaaah 7 hours ago
RT @choo_ek: Making writing a habit and creating space for it is so key. Even when my life is maximally chaotic, I try to create time and s...

Jung Hoon Son, M.D. @junghoon_sonMD 7 hours ago
RT @lainieyarris: Decreased emphasis on text, increased emphasis on infographics, audio, and visual media. Interactive publications, with...

Margaret “Meg” Chisolm, MD @whole_patients 7 hours ago
RT @myheroistrane: The fact is that u become a better writer by doing reviews. U become a better grant writer by being on a review panel. S...

Tom Cooney MD MACP @PDX Tom 7 hours ago
@ndeiorio Love that framing. I have always found the first draft the hardest to do. Second hardest is doing a major revision based on Editor’s feedback- when it was so perfect when you submitted. #MedEdChat #MedEd
Popsy Kanagaratnam @PKanagaratnam7 hours ago
RT @choo_ek: Making writing a habit and creating space for it is so key. Even when my life is maximally chaotic, I try to create time and s...

RebeccaMGoodwin @RebeccaMGoodwin6 hours ago
RT @lainieyarris: Decreased emphasis on text, increased emphasis on infographics, audio, and visual media. Interactive publications, with...

KimberResists @kimbers1336 hours ago
RT @choo_ek: Making writing a habit and creating space for it is so key. Even when my life is maximally chaotic, I try to create time and s...

Moupali Das, MD, MPH @drmoupali6 hours ago
RT @choo_ek: Making writing a habit and creating space for it is so key. Even when my life is maximally chaotic, I try to create time and s...

Teresa Chan @TChanMD6 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: I like @LingardLorelei’s - Problem (identify the real-world prob) - Gap (what don’t we know) - Hook ("convinces readers tha...

Teresa Chan @TChanMD6 hours ago
RT @choo_ek: Making writing a habit and creating space for it is so key. Even when my life is maximally chaotic, I try to create time and s...

Teresa Chan @TChanMD6 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: T2 -- I LOVE LOVE LOVE @LingardLorelei’s Writer’s Craft series in @pmeded... https://t.co/YdJfXtzZ0d #MedEd #MedEdChat

Women in OMFS @womeninomfs6 hours ago
RT @choo_ek: Making writing a habit and creating space for it is so key. Even when my life is maximally chaotic, I try to create time and s...

Liisa Bergmann, MD @LiisaBergmann6 hours ago
Great advice - thanks, @choo_ek ! PS Obviously I overcame my retweet barrier!!

MedEdPORTAL @MedEdPORTAL5 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: T2 -- Your local research librarian is your friend!!! #MedEd #MedEdChat They can help a lot, especially helping you manage i...
Michael S. Sinha MD, JD, MPH @DrSinhaEsq 5 hours ago
RT @choo_ek: Making writing a habit and creating space for it is so key. Even when my life is maximally chaotic, I try to create time and s...

Andrea Austin @EMSimGal 5 hours ago
RT @choo_ek: Making writing a habit and creating space for it is so key. Even when my life is maximally chaotic, I try to create time and s...

Yas Moayedi @YasMoayedi 5 hours ago
RT @choo_ek: Making writing a habit and creating space for it is so key. Even when my life is maximally chaotic, I try to create time and s...

Iris Thiele Isip Tan MD, MSc @endocrine_witch 4 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: T3 other publishing options... #MedEdChat #MedEd https://t.co/rdnl5npmgb

Dr Jo Szram @lungsatwork 4 hours ago
RT @choo_ek: Making writing a habit and creating space for it is so key. Even when my life is maximally chaotic, I try to create time and s...

Dr Jo Szram @lungsatwork 4 hours ago
RT @lainieyarris: Join us at 8:00 central to discuss the future of academic writing! @LingardLorelei @MotherinMed @ChrisWatling3 @EMEducat...

Raymond Francis Sarmiento, MD @rfrsarmiento 4 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: @LaurenMaggio @DanielRicottaMD @Kind4Kids @FreedoBaggins @AndyHale @GraceHuangMD @MedEdChat Indeed - and many journals a...

HGPRTase @HGPRTase 4 hours ago
RT @choo_ek: Making writing a habit and creating space for it is so key. Even when my life is maximally chaotic, I try to create time and s...

Prof Dr Maik Arnold @ProfManagement3 3 hours ago
The Future of Academic Writing - TFOT https://t.co/eM6jfkqcO3 #mededchat

Dr. Harish Malik @BESTUSMLETUTOR3 3 hours ago
If you can grasp this in its entirety... you are a #Genius! "Be ready to fail all the time if success is what you seek!" #Bestusmletutor If you can use it in your life, you will get everything that you desire! #MedEdChat #MedEd #MedEd4U #USMLE #NBME #IMG https://t.co/tKcF6RuU8w
RT @BESTUSMLETUTOR: If you can grasp this in its entirety... you are a #Genius! "Be ready to fail all the time if success is what you seek..."

RT @mededdoc: T2 JUST DO IT... If you want to run faster, run faster. If you want to write more, write more. #MedEdChat #MedEd https:...

RT @lainieyarris: Decreased emphasis on text, increased emphasis on infographics, audio, and visual media. Interactive publications, with...

@debsimpson3 @lainieyarris Best writing exercise I ever undertook was as a high school sophomore: Assignment was to distill an article into one page. Then that page to one paragraph. Then that one para to one sentence. All without losing the central message. Still think of it while editing #MedEdChat

RT @myheroistrane: I invite mentees to answer these three questions BEFORE they start to write: 1) this paper is about _____ 2) the reason...

RT @mededdoc: T2 -- I LOVE LOVE LOVE @LingardLorelei's Writer's Craft series in @pmeded... https://t.co/YdJfXtzZ0d #MedEd #MedEdChat

RT @debsimpson3: @lainieyarris Great summary of 5 writing skills to engage readers with your research... interesting title, write in active,...

Rhythm Recognition - Systematic - Heart Rate (Ventricular - RR Interval) - Regular or Irregular - Assessment of QRS Complexes - Assessment of P wave - “Popping P’s” - Assessment of P waves to QRS complexes - T waves. #ECG #MedEdChat #cardiac #Nurse #Paramedic #ECGChat #clinical

RT @mededdoc: T3 Look to publish beyond the original research article: @AcadMedJournal Last Page @JournalofGME Rip Out & New Ideas @MedEd...
Medicalaidememoire @medicalaidememo28 minutes ago
RT @WhitbreadsECG: Rhythm Recognition - Systematic - Heart Rate (Ventricular - RR Interval) - Regular or Irregular - Assessment of QRS Comp...
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